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Infinite Justice  
Events Calendar 

New World Order Fun & Games 

December 12, 2003: After the annual hysterical collapse of the sym-
bolic Bucket of Loved Ones,” municipal dump trucks (recently feted as 
heroes of the moment in Newark) will still decline to abandon the 
smoking pyramid of jackets with matching pants in the underground 
shopping concourse. Deer hunters with shapely ankles will collect fetal 
blood samples and distribute identification gowns. This is a free event, 
but do bring rubber sheets and a gentle manner to fully enjoy the hap-
penings in the white tents still burning out behind the high school-
brothel-and-slaughter pub. 
 
July 15, 2016: An old Country-style hotel/penitentiary will be erected 
overnight in the local high-security strip mall. Haute couture accessories 
(e.g. luxurious post-revolutionary pancakes, mini-bar bonfire masks, and 
deep-profile starlet massacres in shopping carts for Dad, while Mom 
sleeps strife-free in a Saudi mum-bag) shall be provided on a “first in-
jured-first served” basis, and the kids won’t be forgotten: FatTV’s Cap-
tain Crap and several heavily-armed drug czar minions will guard them 
around the clock, and provide whiskey as needed. No windows! No 
walls! Regular hangings in the Argyle Plaza. Bring plenty of quarters!      
 
January 24, 2034: The Blood Angels Fighter Planes will lovingly circle a 
cadre of crying women inside a recently boarded-up restaurant, as a 
school bus full of festival phones is liberated in the smoke storm back of 
the Monkey-God Hotel. Also (barring last minute government-pattern 
baldness) a softball in a red plastic bag shall be affectionately searched 
for by hair salon employees armed with photos of missing children. 
Don’t be late, or you will be dressed down by a farm co-operative offi-
cial. The long-delayed agritainment complex will unfold in real-time. 
 
October 9, 2046: Toward evening, a market implosion will illuminate   
the usual evening shit storm, so thinking shall be suspended until all the 
children return to their little yellow chairs left of the Punk Carousel. The 
long-term recovery system will be too excited to operate small machin-
ery, so lawmakers will be obliged to change their own shirts in front of a 
shrinking mirror. Everyone should be wearing sporty subsidy caps 
against the very real potential for a small cow herd appearing in a Parisi-
an café. “Developments As They Develop” is the theme of tonight’s 
symposium, and — directly following — sperm counts and drug scans 
will be processed in the Grand Hall of One-Off Toys and Shoes.”  
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Daniel C. Boyer 
"September 11, 2001" 

acrylic, thread and ice on canvas 
September 17-19, 2001 

Houghton, Michigan 
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9-11 
-- or -- 

Xenoerotic Response In The American Citizen 
  
"I believe in the absolute virtue of anything that takes place, spontaneously or not, in the sense of 
non-acceptance, and no reasons of general efficacy, from which long, pre-revolutionary patience 
draws its inspiration - reasons to which I defer - will make me deaf to the cry which can be 
wrenched from us at every moment by the frightful disproportion between what is gained and what 
is lost, between what is granted and what is suffered." 

...Andre Breton 
(in a footnote to the "simplest surrealist act" passage 

in later editions of the second manifesto) 
 
United Airlines 175 penetrated the southern tower of the World Trade Center 
in one low angle video that was exquisitely revealing for its precisely beauti-
ful revelations of the composition of violence: diagonal ascent slit by a hori-
zontal wedge; the rise absorbs the plane; the red and black explode into the 
blue sky as sparkle and embers fall toward the camera.  The Hollywood spec-
tacle met Manhattan finance (but this time not as a beggar for investment).  
The banal special effect spices a tasteless Tuesday morning latté with extra-
ordinary and fiery fascination with the moment real life meets real death.   
 
America jars awake from its worn dream.  Then it falls instantly back to sleep 
in a new bed we’ll have to burn tomorrow.  
 

"No one could concentrate on what they were doing, 
and what they were doing didn't seem very important." 

...an editor of a bicycle enthusiasts magazine  
(commenting on his staff's reaction to the events of Sept 11 2001) 

 
From a surrealist perspective – and in contrast to obligatory pretenses of be-
fuddlement – it's not that difficult to comprehend the events of Sept 11. The 
"frightful disproportion between what is gained and what is lost, between 
what is granted and what is suffered", as Breton put it, or as the Situationists 
put it: "the appalling contrast between the possible constructions of life and its 
present poverty" is what lies at the core of most violence – terrorism included.  
 

This same "frightful disproportion" is at the core of the spectator's prurient 
fascination with “localized” violence. We don’t mind the occasional flirtation 
with “brutal lovers,” as long as one doesn’t bring them home to meet the par-
ents.  

And so in the current context, as in all previous contexts, that “something we 
need to do” is perplexingly simple and reassuringly difficult: create the surre-
alist revolution. Which is to say: desire must be our honey-guide, and we 
must “work through play” to vaccinate the human imagination against easy 
cynicisms, and fully integrate it into every day living - all imaginations, eve-
ryday, on a global scale.  It is never enough to be merely “upset,” and we 
must not allow the (after all) fully anticipated sensation of these events to 
send us into a coma of “shared remorse” which is the blue prelude to the call 
to arms. We must – if surrealism DOES mean something more than art and in
-house publications, and an intellectual bow toward the odd – do something.  
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That includes helping people recognize when their desire (to live fully and 
freely) has been falsified (into a thirst for revenge arising from a solicitous 
hunger), and that there is a need for something quite “other” – more uncanny 
and beautiful – than common war at a time like this, even as the government 
of the media and the media of the government assure us of only two paths, as 
usual: fight and be courageous, or do nothing and be the world’s newest 
“pussy.” We – if we even once believed these to be the only options – settle 
gladly for being the “pussy,” but we deny these doors are the only way to exit 
the garrison, and we demand – as always – liberty in all concourses.  

 
"...in a Situationist city there wouldn't be a 110 story tower 

held up only by the tension between the top and the bottom." 
...Kubhlai 

(in a post to a situationist mailing list) 
 
And we do not choose between the two: it is easy enough to see how flying 
large passenger jets into buildings full of workers runs as counter to a surreal-
ist revolution as do the threats of holy reprisal. As convulsively beautiful as 
many of the images were – and we cannot feel guilt for the immediate sense 
of glee, of the expectation of transformation, of an opening being forced in a 
terrible fabric – the brilliantly flawed brutality of turning two icons of global 
commercialization against one another was clearly not intended to liberate 
imaginations, but rather to imprison them in an ideal of suicidal servitude – to 
say nothing about the deliberately sacrificed and destroyed, and how their 
functions and desires were declared irrelevant to POWER.  
 

The subsequent pornographic recuperation of these real events, their utiliza-
tion by an existing order to further secure and enhance its position, was as 
predictable as any slow sunset. By the time the networks did a cross-fade to 
transform the doe-eyed "gee-whiz" of the morning show hosts into a somber 
parade of shamanistic anchor melodrama, the typical preservation pattern was 
in full dismal display. The "experts" (dug from profound and moldy think 
tanks, worn-out journals of tart lip service, from the stink of disgraced offic-
es) shuffled out and spread their usual odor thin and the siege mentality was 
locked in – bolstered by repeated references to “Pearl Harbor”, “civic pride” 
and “war zones”, tape loops of the second aircraft striking, shots of emergen-
cy personnel scrambling, close-ups of the burning towers collapsing 
(transmuting the drab lead of mere accident into the gold of war).  The 
“preverted” obsession of holy blood in service to the dissolution of true de-
sire. 

The attack – as abstracted from analysis and history as possible – was person-
alized for the haplessly excited TV viewer, (“brought home”) even as he/she 
was reduced to another spectator. The entire nation donned Greek masks of 
insufferable consensus, and the presiding personae controlled our very lips 
and eyes. There were interviews in the rubble: a guy who was walking to 
work and saw the planes hit; a husband looking for his wife; a wife looking 
for her husband, child growing downward from her hand.  Of course, there 
was (as yet) no easy access to established box-office magnets (too early!), but 
the full entrancement of public relations made as many starlets out of the 
merely startled as possible, given the tight schedule, and put them on the 
frontline of the coming “debate.” A fractured and useful celebrity rose over 
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the sites like a volatile gas. And yet there is a whiff of stage sickness, a tinc-
ture in the air of performance anxiety. Will we be good enough? Who shall 
be entertained? Who shall pay? 

We were “informed” that we were attacked because "America is the bright-
est beacon for freedom," when – of course – it is only too often a dark cur-
tain between certain peoples and that fading commodity. Declaring the ac-
tions "senseless" and "insane" (yet also “well-planned”) made the population 
feel vulnerable to further violations by  "faceless cowards" (later given tenta-
tive visages) that we have no way of understanding or coming to terms with.  
The news media had no reason to investigate: they stood outside any consid-
eration, and consideration itself became the first act of treason.  People were 
denounced for merely thinking rather than feeling. 

Another boogieman took the stage (rather forcefully) and far too many 
seemingly cognizant beings are now willing to surrender all options because 
they can't imagine that they have any. They can't imagine this because they 
have abandoned their imaginations to POWER, leaving them truly vulnera-
ble, without hope of ever understanding the kind of people who would do 
such a thing. They DEMAND (or are seduced to demand) that the govern-
ment punish the "enemy" of "freedom loving nations" because there's obvi-
ously no action they can take themselves.  

 
"I think we need to get back into the down and dirty business 

[of assassinating our 'enemies']." 
...James Baker  

(blaming the Church Committee hearings 
into the 'abuses' of the CIA for our vulnerability) 

 
So – again - the USA is a war machine whose mangle will extract revenge 
from whomever it deems the “most expendable,” lapping it up like honey 
from a corpse. After the wound of “shared funereality” is administered, pat-
riotism infects the damage. Both Houses (Tweedledee and dum) unanimous-
ly propped up Bush's rather “jump-the-gun” crack down, hypnotized by the 
potential for “epic involvement” and fearful of being seen as “slackers.” We 
remember the Alamo, vaguely recall the Maine, and still dog-paddle in the 
red waters of the Gulf of Tonkin: we know what consensus brings to the 
table, and we would prefer that the table be taken away. Those gory pundits 
and grafted government “types” whisper of our having to relinquish some (to 
them) “trivial” portion of our liberties to ensure a  numbing safety, forgetting 
that true liberty is a gangster, and always dangerous, if only to those who 
would jail it.  
 
[And now, as this is written, we learn of more symptoms of this patriotic 
fever: pustules of legislation that will further swell the ears and distend the 
belly of the FBI – already a pock-marked caricature – so as to make it easier 
for both local and federal cops to “find the bad guys”.  Of course many of us 
have long realized that, in so far as their role is to solidify the standing 
orders against untidy justice, cops actually are the bad guys. And we won’t 
take the time now to go into the more overt personal "badness" demonstrated 
by recent "scandals" in Miami and Los Angeles and Cincinnati, and in many 
other precincts.] 
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After all, as one of the tawdry heads said Tuesday, "the bill of rights isn't a 
suicide pact."*  Perhaps it is just another treaty scribbled on toilet paper? Will 
it soon be the confetti at another odious NYC “Parade of Heroes”? 
 
[*  Of course, in a dyslexic misread typical of such “pundits”, this head failed 
to understand that Justice Arthur Goldberg’s opinion was written in support of 
civil liberty (in a draft resistance case, no less!) and went on to say:  
 
“It is fundamental that the great powers of Congress to conduct war and to 
regulate the Nation's foreign relations are subject to the constitutional require-
ments of due process. The imperative necessity for safeguarding these rights 
to procedural due process under the gravest of emergencies has existed 
throughout our constitutional history, for it is then, under the pressing exigen-
cies of crisis, that there is the greatest temptation to dispense with fundamen-
tal constitutional guarantees which, it is feared, will inhibit governmental 
action. 
 
"The Constitution of the United States is a law for rulers and people, equally 
in war and peace, and covers with the shield of its protection all classes of 
men, at all times, and under all circumstances ... "] 
 

"It's very, very important that we show the American people 
that the institutions of government remain intact." 

...Senator Mark Dayton (MN) 
 
We say: unfortunately, the institutions of government do remain intact.   
 
Sen. Mark Dayton begs that Bin Laden be killed, circumventing the 
“inconvenience” of slow justice.  The pleas (soon to be severe strictures) for a 
punitive security and a secured revenge fit their measurable sorties much 
better than pleas to end domestic executions or provide national health care.   
 
Why should they cringe at our demands?   
 
We want the government to be a model of governance as service to the people 
rather than a motel for craven money-whores and provider of spaces for cor-
porations to park their limos in.  We are calling them to duty also. But we are 
obscured by a line of war drummers, and as stupidity is the keynote, blindness 
sets into the system.  And – although any “surrender” from our shadow enemy 
remains impossibly distant across the rubble – the American people have 
already said “Uncle!” to their own diseased dreams, and are determined to 
achieve a wise blindness at any cost.  

But it's important we don't see this only as a failure of government – that is 
too easy and dismissible – but rather as a pervading false reality strutting 
upon stilts of our own complicity.  This falsification depends as much upon 
the Taliban as it does upon Microsoft; depends as much upon Al Sharpton as 
it does upon the NYPD; depends as much upon the agitated dollars of con-
sumers as it does upon the old outrages of new patriots.  The lie grows HERE, 
where we are all standing and waiting. 
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As long as we continue to play the roles as written, the existing order – POWER 
– thrives upon this repetition of the familiar, and its mechanical hum covers the 
seductive actuality of language.   

But today the government is center stage, set there by a posse of true cowards, 
the bad actor is replaced by a fallen clown, and we look back at a long line of 
hams and harlots. Did we see it coming?   

 
"He disappeared down the rabbit hole, Peter." 

...ABC reporter Ann Compton 
(describing Bush's descent into an underground 

bunker at Offut Air Force base, 9-11-01) 
 
And what were we really seeing all day on the TV?  

The penetration and swoon of the World Trade Center. 

The Pentagon sliced open to let the pestilence drain into the open air. 

And Bush scrambling down a hole. 

If we paid attention, we were seeing that the target of the attack was the US as 
an arrogant global bullyboy, "the most powerful nation on earth" intoxicated by 
its own power, too paranoid to actually support the cause of liberty against a 
friendly dictator, too clumsy to duck a left to the nose from a younger and more 
lithe opponent, and blind as a bloodstone to even the most obvious lessons of its 
own past.   

Punch drunk and power hungry. 

Isn't it about time we refused yet another serving of false dichotomy – the fast 
food of thought – and fixed ourselves a real meal?  

 
the blue feathers project   
surrealists in minnesota 
15 sept, 2001 
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     Liz  Smith (Hollywood gossipmonger/media goddess) spoke to the 
effect that the Twin towers bombing made her aware how trivial her life’s 
work was, and how this generated shame! If she were here, I’d shake her 
sharply, and tell her to get a grip on herself. This gal is momentarily hys-
terical.  
     As a denizen of Hollywood, she should realize that America’s world 
empire is based on the productions of our entertainment dream machine 
and its subdivision the “travel industry,”  which turns foreign countries 
into exotic theme parks. In a very real sense, Britney Spears’ anguished 
choice of toenail polish is infinitely more crucial to this existence than the 
death of a mere six thousand and some strangers. What precisely stands 
between us and worldwide depression, political upheaval, and beautiful 
chaos, but a pile of “trivial” facts, such as what tooth whitener Brad Pitt 
uses, or Keanu Reeves’ casual musings on the “meaning” of Buddhism? 
Yes, it is a fragile dike which holds back the deluge, and therefore it has to 
be defended all the more ferociously on the frontlines, which (in all cases) 
would be Hollywood and a million cinematic locations. 
     Our president (a very wise man) — along with various and sundry cabi-
net and congressional leaders — are well aware of this reality, and have 
told us (in so many words) that the most patriotic acts possible NOW are 
“buying and flying”.* 
     So: the Emmys must continue! Drive to the mall, fly to Disney World, 
Empty your bank account! Show the Taliban! Come on Hollywood, roll out 
that bloody red carpet, and hoist up your pride! Osama Bin Laden couldn’t 
have derived the idea of flying planes into the Twin towers without the 
history of 90 years of disaster films floating in the air. 
     Oh yes, we must mourn the victims, or (at least) watch others doing 
that for us. And I will. When the TV movie —starring Dennis Frantz as an 
earthy (“dirty –mouthed”) but courageous firefighter, with Joan Cusack as 
his wisecracking wife — is made. The talent search for his two cherubic 
children should have begun two week ago. It is time to return to the busi-
ness of America. Let’s get cracking people! 

    * Maybe amazingly, maybe only-too-expected, but the day after your hum-
ble writer penned this phrase (thinking it absurd enough), the Great Leader 
actually used it in a speech! This is no a paean to my prescience, but rather 
reveals the all-too-common bend of certain “cognitive” functions. 

FLICKERS OF CONTAINMENTFLICKERS OF CONTAINMENTFLICKERS OF CONTAINMENT   

POSSIBILITIES DISAPPOINTMENT 
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  GEOGRAPHY OF THE NEW WORLD ODOR 

 WALL STREET 
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1: SUV SUPPLY ZONE 2 
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4: BRITISH ADDENDNA 
5: CHAPTER 11 RE-ORGANIZATIONAL ZONE 
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      Inc. 
       north 
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  GEOGRAPHY OF THE NEW WORLD ODOR 

HARLEM 

RED LIGHT 
ZONE 

TOYS’R’US 
  OUTLET 

EURODISNEY 

EXECUTIVE 
       R & R  
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Close-up of the WTC Memorial Site 

Contemplation pool 

Photo gallery 

Gift Shoppe 

Toilets 

Guiliani Hall 
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Lemme tell ya a story....... 
 
Couple of days back I was just innocently marching into the heart of 
Nottingham -- the much famed "Market Square" when the church 
bells were tolling 11 a.m.  
 
Well suddenly, like a jolt, my adrenaline receptors are telling me 
something is freaky : the rest of the world has become totally sta-
tionary. The tolling of the church bells penetrates my mind too be-
cause there is something different about it (actually they've been 
renovating the tower and maybe they left the mufflers off, or may-
be they just seemed loud because the world was so unnaturally 
quiet).  
 
I'm not completely in a world of my own -- I figure this is the 3 
minutes silence which I vaguely recall being announced in recent 
days re the bombing of the USA.  
 
I have a brief moment in which to decide my own response but 
within the first ten milliseconds I realize that my decision has been 
made by the fact that everyone -- I mean *everyone* -- else is a 
total statue.  I have NEVER witnessed such thorough and spontane-
ous conformity in my life -- (maybe old films of a million chinese 
waving chrysanthemums and thereby creating a depiction of Chair-
man Mao when seen from a satellite?) 
 
No one in this country stands for the flag or the anthem anymore 
(even at Remembrance Sunday -- paying respects to god knows 
how many million dead -- there is always much fidgeting; the celeb-
rities whisper each other jokes and the crowd and moving traffic is 
kept out of camera shot) and Princess Diana never mustered an 
actual standstill in the streets and never had more than about 60% 
of the population mesmerized. 
 
Dudes we are talking 99% -- instant, rigid attention. Total eerie si-
lence. 
 
Well as I said, my sixth sense is sharp and I knew within that 10ms 
that  I am gonna keep going.  Whatever the official line, this is a 
*Spectacle* more tangible than any I have lived through before.  
 
So I spend the next three minutes settling into one of the most sur-
real experiences of my lifetime. If only I'd had a movie camera! I am 
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weaving through this landscape of fossils at a rate of knots, zooming 
in on particular faces, examining the strange orientation of the stra-
ta, listening to my own heart beat..... 
 
I am another species -- a Jacques Cousteau amongst coral and anem-
ones. 
 
Sometime in the first minute I glimpse through the human trees an-
other small group moving. I have already admonished myself of the 
fact that i am wearing a lame 89 sweatshirt and a baseball cap as I 
imagine the daggers of a few of the paralyzed heads silently pigeon-
holing me not as a situationist but as an ignorant raver on E and 
glue ; but this approaching group is also wearing the same kind of 
togs and I imagine for a moment that it will make a fine scene to 
collide with each other, stop and talk loudly -- united like Livingstone 
and Stanley on an alien planet. I am swiftly dissapointed -- they are 
ignorant ravers, grinning without an IQ, on E and glue. 
 
In the second minute, now right in the open heart of the square, I 
see the only other movement in Nottingham aside from myself and 
the insanely grinning hindbrains -- two Iranian women in full black 
shrouds skirt casually across the central island annointing their anon-
ymous vanity with the frozen and inexpressible anger of their ob-
servers.  
 
Out here in the wide motionless square the weirdness of the topog-
raphy strikes me with full force -- in motionlessness the people are 
polarized: somehow they have managed to trap themselves with 
their gazes all in a similar direction, they have given to their eyes the 
job of staring into space but in a direction and manner which is 
*particular*. For all the world it is as if they are all staring up at a 
giant TV screen that is not actually there, but *belongs* there.  
 
Even the exceptions prove the rule. Perhaps 5% amongst this polar-
ized flower of human petals are reversed -- not randomly differing 
you understand, but explicitly reversed -- pointing 180 degrees con-
trary to the rest. The strata and its anomalies is geologic. One could 
reach out with a set-square and rule and find the algorithm of this 
conspiracy of eyes and torsos.  
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weapons of mass destructionweapons of mass destructionweapons of mass destruction   

AMERICAAMERICAAMERICA   

your best source your best source your best source    

forforfor   

In the third minute the bluff is finally called. Just off to one side of the 
square a minor road-work was in progress. The proletariat, god-bless 
them, will only swallow just so much of this madness. Someone starts 
up the compressor (perhaps he was a fenian who knows).  
 
There is a sudden confusion across the frozen city -- they were waiting 
for the church bell again but they have got a compressor instead : is 
the three minutes over? are we allowed to move? They cannot agree, 
they fragment into chunks of moving and refusing to move, of whis-
pered recrimination and paranoia -- but the mechanical power of in-
dustrial equipment and its call to worldly labour is impossible to resist :  
suddenly the weight is dispelled and denied......  
 
-- and it is as if it never happened. Its not as if the crowd *did* some-
thing -- but on the contrary as if a camera stopped and then restarted, 
a conversation begins in the middle, the spark of a falling cigarrette 
butt finally reaches the road.... 
 
 
--- kube 
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Attorney General John Ashcroft 
knows where to turn when he 
needs to rent a truck...  

“I call 
Ryder” 

 
...John Ashcroft 

US Attorney General 

“These days, we have a lot of  
    detainees to transport. 

Logistics & Transportation Solutions Worldwide 

 

“I’m a busy man.  I don’t 
have the time to waste 

on analysis.  I need to make decisions.  
So when we run low on military and po-
lice vehicles, I call Ryder.  They’ve prov-
en themselves.  And their 24 footer will 
hold a lot of terrorist 
sympathizers.” 
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Lily With a Headache  
 
Certain dramedies of terrors elicit tears of a peculiar turgidity...smelling of 
cadaverine and old armchairs. 
 
There are manifold copies of sentimental personalism at large (crying over 
distant but always too familiar corpses and not adverse to adding to the poten-
tial for tears), and they thrive best in the sunny suburbs of miserablism. Suffice 
to say, these are not “bad” (as in that childish construct of “bad guys/good 
guys”) nor “too much to handle” for those of us used to their infantile ways. 
They are only small compacts filled with an anti-thought powder in an other-
wise empty reticule. Unfortunately, these are quite fashionable accessories in 
certain stressful moments. 
 

 
And in a loose corner or two, there jingles the Coin of Paralyzed Mind, some-
thing brilliantly awakened for the duration, a pretty and malignant mass which 
dams any escape toward freedom, and which excretes defensive anecdotes 
to “move the heart.” And can this be the one perfume we 
throw upon the rubble to hide the odor? We would rather 
smell the dead! 
 
And all around we see a beige hys- teria, a general hubbub of a 
“call to lachrymal slumber,” and a pavilion of white handker-
chiefs erected overnight in the centers of commerce, from which 
squirt the effusions of those cam- paigners for ballast. They cannot see 
(their eyes hidden behind their hearts) that their sandbags are 
water-logged from martial weeping, becoming an anchor of pale vomit, 
as evidence of one’s “regrets”. A regret lacking only the strength to question 
the precise source of its throbbing. 
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But when the tenders sleep, the streets will fill with marvelous and lonely ani-
mals, while a few wan elementals and tired afternoon zephyrs linger, and pale 
fires broil sweetbreads for those eagles who remain in their cages, calling to 
the mice with operatic solace, singing of a return to the average, a beacon over 
an uncomfortable bed. 
 
Yes: most of us will excite no public interest in the struggles to come, and ag-
gravations will accumulate as before, children will go on hating 
their parents (with the same legitimacy), and so we 
will turn to the familiar seductions of the im-
agination, timeless in service to desire, maybe a 
bit too patient with those who would use the wa-
terworks to wash the hands of those who trade in 
blood. 
 
Are we to be “soldiers of the imagination” whose amuse-
ment and perennial disgust makes compost for the new colonies 
that are – as of yet – contained in a few grotesque and scarcely read 
documents? Are we merely to dream of the men at the front, sigh into 
the black air, and turn to our tea and coffee, refreshing the tear glands 
for another day of benign mourning, which will never overtake the 
incoming dead? Then, fainting ladies, please remove your towering 
hats, undo your towers of hair, so we might feast upon the young sol-
diers’ flesh whole and without shame, gorging instead of nibbling. We hesitate 
(no doubt), we watch our feet too closely, and the flags obliterate love once 
again. 
 
One cannot trip lightly into this bright new room, as the rent rises and there  
drifts in the hallways an odor of  distilled lotus: night after night, unshackled 
cops will have their pre-absolved “mistakes,” men of faint power will leave 
permanent stains in boardrooms, and we will witness an orchid of bile which  
loves heat and dark glass houses. But the bombs will soon divide this fertile 
worm. 
 
And where has love been described as treason? Shall we learn soon enough to 
abhor the weeping ghosts in beds before the gassed-out houses? And – if sides 
must be chosen – can I choose (above all other servitudes) the beautiful and 
intelligent fire of freedom: not that pre-packaged bologna parceled out by the 
slab at civil service butcheries, but that freedom once more re-taken from the 
functionaries and “dolers out of small favors,” a former colony reawakened in 
which that “beacon of liberty” has been replaced during the night – by daring  
children – with a blue feathered siren of alarm and release? Do we make de-
mands? As always, Yes! We demand universal freedom of movement and the 
dissolution of borders. We demand a cleansed re-dreaming of collaborative 
ardor, and – yes – we demand again that workers own their own tools, that 23 

“infrastructure” – that murderous word  - be entirely socialized, and made to fit 
human desires. We demand the re-virginization of all our bodies and instrumen-
talities. We promise to be large targets for those lazy archers, who would see us 
only weeping and never arising from the sick bed. 
 
Does war make profit so that peace shall not have to? And why is even this mag-
goty apple pie denied us? 
 
For the many theists the End draws gloriously near with thick bleeding roses on 
its breath, some super- natural entity welcoming us to an abattoir dis-
guised as free- dom. Others lament at scenes 
beyond lamen- tation, and then lie down to 
slumber, fa- tigued by bleeding hearts, 
and preparing for their Grand Poems, 
which will con- trast (no doubt “florally” 
and with perfect technique) the blonde hair 
of a dead boy with the homegrown 
wheat of the midwest. The “sob sisters” 
are lining up to conduct their “coolly de-
bated” prologues to a decade of blood-
letting, and to practice their keening. For 
readers of newspapers and view-
ers of the media, this is a time to punish 
the crime of re- consideration, to applaud 
without hands “necessary” actions made in 
dark rooms, since we must all “stick togeth-
er,” although thought is an ecstatic 
criminal. Soon all the others shall be de-
tained for some common good, and it 
fills the papers to the top, to spill over into a lap until the 
pretty legs fall away, and we wonder where the Good Times went. We will hear 
whispered asides in huge airport bars: “That man perhaps enjoys olives exces-
sively?” “Why must we wait to kill?” “I am counting the days to victory.” An 
explosion in a nursery, medicines confiscated at new borderlines, and the May 
Queen swoons into an open firepit where the murderers come to eat, enacting – 
in their fashion of weariness – a sincere approach to charity over action. 
 
And – please tell me, you who declare so “earnestly” – when were wars fought 
without vindictiveness or hatred? Is this delusion a masking for some monstrous 
plans? Consider the lessons of personal crime: he who slaughters with heat is 
understood if condemned, and we know he is one of us. The cold-blooded 
butcher is branded psychopathic, and we cannot recognize ourselves in him. 
And in war – now and here – we witness a new demureness, a renewed pre-
tense to “disinterested duty” lauded as the best of our muster. The lie lies to 
itself quietly, and everybody leans in to listen, and to (perhaps!) kiss their own 
mouths rising toward them in the muddy water. 
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Soon a lovely cloud of pink blood will delight the Poets of the Trenches: chlo-
rine as yellow as daisies, the sands so white, so white, that line of mountains 
like a woman bending to kiss her sleeping soldier! We expect so much more, 
but then close the door: exultant Bedouins all! We pass through, the bullet 
passes through, and there is the Romance of the Knife, the blister of Tonight’s 
Top Story, there are the Honorable Massacres, and we see America’s Golden 
Sweetheart supping at the Blood Bank, answering easy questions and giggling 
at routine humor. We must “support” as much as we can, we must doggedly 
subsist. The seasons fail, then peter out amongst the stones, forming an egg-
water rivulet into a well that goes untapped. Each hematoma begs for the vio-
lent pin! Inquisitions shall be perfected in small blue rooms by disinterested 
scientists of the mind. All affection shall be cur-
tailed for the long-stretch, until what remains of 
the boys comes marching home, to 
be forgotten. 
 
No matter – the TV is 
illuminating a room 
packed with drugged 
conscripts. A very few 
take the vapors, some jump 
screaming into the fireplace 
where they see bright medals, 
some reckon profits and hide their 
calculations in a shroud.  
 
Bon voyage and tally-ho. The time has 
come it seems. What time? It’s hammer 
time. 
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A Response to one critic  

 
 
who wrote: “There was nothing ‘convulsively beautiful’ about the scenes of destruction of the WTC. In 
fact, to anyone who holds thus, I would say that s/he has a well-defined place amongst the missing/
dead ... “ 
 
 
 
 

Edward,  
 
 
maybe your anger would be better directed at the process that turns the real 
suffering of real people into a spectator sport?  
 
or maybe the process that transforms that spectacle into a melodramatic senti-
mentality -- even adding chapter titles and music -- so as to enhance the dra-
matic effect, leading the spectator to expect a nostalgic dénouement of the kind 
provided by “Independence Day” but denied by the Viet-Cong?  
 
or maybe the process that reduces the real horror of real people to video tape, 
then replays the tape again, and again, and again, until the real reaction to that 
horror dulls into a frustrated helplessness and a generalized fear of cabbies and 
parking lot attendants that the “common man” can only "properly" express by 
blind obedience to the authorized agents of patriotic vengeance?  
 
or maybe the process that surrenders all dissenting imagination to the vaguely 
defined aspirations of those authorized agents, endorsing the unbridled exten-
sion of their violent arrogance (the extension of which will certainly leave us 
even more vulnerable to retaliation from the equally violently arrogant)?  
 
or maybe the process that takes that surrender to the authorized agents of patri-
otic vengeance and uses it as the mortar to construct new towers, dedicated to 
our security, that will be both monuments to our increasing vulnerability and 
command posts for new levels of repression justified by that vulnerability?  
  
 
 

this is all one process, easily found wherever POWER's hierarchies are main-
tained, but especially visible in the USA since 9-11 (and less visible but no less 
present in the mountains of Afghanistan).  
 
that process survives by creating tensions and false dichotomies that mask the 
effect of strengthening the existing order -- POWER.  
 
that process is the real problem at the core of such periodic turbulence. that 
process was the target of our text.  
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